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This study examines how tone sandhi domains (TSDs) are determined in 
Fuzhou. The data include: (i) regular verb-object phrases (VOs) where the verb 
takes a direct bare noun object; and (ii) non-canonical VOs where the verb takes 
an adverbial expression as a surface object.

Several observations are made. First, a three-way sandhi exists within every 
TSD. All antepenultimate syllables neutralize to low tones. A penultimate sylla-
ble’s sandhi tone is dependent on the final syllable’s citation tone, which remains 
unchanged. Second, in regular VOs, a monosyllabic verb consistently forms a 
single TSD with its direct bare noun object, but a disyllabic verb and its object 
are separated into two TSDs. Third, in non-canonical VOs, a monosyllabic verb 
never forms a single TSD with its adverbial object. Three questions are raised. 
First, what is the nature of each TSD? Second, why does the number of syllables 
in a verb determine the distinct TSDs formed in regular VOs? Third, how can 
we account for the different patterns of TSD formation in two types of VOs?

We propose that each TSD equals to a prosodic word (PrWd). OT analyses 
are provided to show how PrWds are derived. The analysis of regular VOs relies 
on the ranking of a prosodic markedness constraint ft bin above the word-level 
interface correspondence constraints. The contrast between two types of VOs is 
explained by applying the model of Multiple Spell-Out and a cyclic interaction 
of morphosyntax and prosody. This approach is new in explaining the TSDs that 
are constrained by morphosyntax.
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1. Introduction

This study focuses on the problem of tone sandhi domain (TSD) formation in 
Fuzhou post-lexical tone sandhi. Questions of current interest are: (i) What factors 
are involved in determining the formation of TSDs at phrase level? (ii) How do 
those factors interact with each other to determine the formation of TSDs?

The problem of TSD formation in Fuzhou is part of a bigger question: How shall 
we understand the nature of certain domains in terms of which some phonological or 
phonetic process is defined? Cross-linguistically, domain-bounded phonological phe-
nomena are well-attested, such as the English vowel tensing rule (Chomsky & Halle 
1968), rhythm rule (Liberman & Prince 1977), French obligatory liaison rule (Selkirk 
1974), Spanish nasal assimilation rule (Nespor & Vogel 1982), and many others. 
The debate over past decades centers on how the nature of these domains should be 
properly defined. There are two major views regarding how to define these domains.

Some researchers maintain that the domains for phonological rule applications 
could be defined in terms of morphosyntactic representations. They believe that 
phonological rule applications can have a direct access to morphosyntactic infor-
mation such as constituent structures, tree geometry, etc. This is the so-called direct 
reference approach (Kaisse 1985; Odden 1987, among others).

However, another group of researchers uphold the indirect reference approach. 
They believe that the domains for phonological processes should be defined in 
terms of prosodic representations, which are independent of morphosyntactic 
representations. This is the major claim of Prosodic Structure theory (Selkirk 
1981, 1984, 1986 et seq.; Nespor & Vogel 1982, 1986; Hayes 1989; Itô & Mester 
2003; Truckenbrodt 1995, among others). A widely adopted version of Prosodic 
Hierarchy (PH) is shown in (1).

 (1) Utterance
Intonational Phrase
Phonological Phrase
Prosodic Word
Foot
Syllable
Mora

The set of hierarchically organized prosodic constituents mediates between mor-
phosyntactic constituent structure and final phonetic output of an expression. 
Phonological rules take the prosodic constituent domains as the reference domains, 
instead of directly referring to the morphosyntactic constituent structure.

People taking the indirect reference approach maintain a close relationship 
between morphosyntactic constituent structure and prosodic constituent structure. 
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The shared view is that the prosodic constituents from the level of prosodic word 
above are defined in relation to morphosyntactic constituents. Different theories 
are posited to capture systematic correspondences between two constituent struc-
tures. Representative theories include: (i) End-based theory and Alignment con-
straints (M. Chen 1987; Selkirk 1986, 2000 et seq.; Selkirk & Shen 1990; McCarthy 
& Prince 2008; Truckenbrodt 1995); (ii) Match theory (Selkirk 2011; Elfner 2012); 
(iii) Relation-based theory (Nespor & Vogel 1982, 1986; Hayes 1989).

These theories diverge in how the systematic correspondence rules/constraints 
between the two constituent structures are formulated. First, in the edge-based 
theories ((i) & (ii) above), prosodic constituents are derived by referring to either 
one or both edges of morphosyntactic constituents. Second, in the relation-based 
theory ((iii) above), prosodic constituents are derived by considering not only the 
edges of morphosyntactic constituents, but also extra morphosyntactic information 
such as the head-complement relation, the direction of syntactic branching, the 
distinction between prefix and suffix in a morphological word, and other relational 
notions in syntax and morphology.

The major motivation for proposing an independent prosodic representation 
is the observed non-isomorphism between morphosyntactic constituents and the 
domains for phonological rule applications. Prosodic Structure theory provides an 
explanation for the non-isomorphism. The prosodic representation is proposed 
as an autonomous component of grammar, so there are principles governing the 
well-formed domination relations among prosodic constituents at different lev-
els.1 There are also prosodic markedness constraints which may affect the sizes or 
shapes of prosodic constituents.2 When the prosodic constituent structures mapped 

1. Prosodic well-formedness: the prosodic structure was once thought to be “strictly-layered” 
(Selkirk 1984, et al.), which means that a constituent in the hierarchy must exhaustively dominate 
the constituent(s) in the immediate lower level. However, later studies (Itô & Mester 2003, et al.) 
found that recursive and level-skipping structures are motivated by evidence from Japanese and 
some other languages. The “strictly-layered” requirement for well-formedness was replaced by 
four constraints on prosodic domination (Selkirk 2008: 466–467). They are: (i) layeredness, 
which assures no constituent C dominates a constituent in the level higher than C; (ii) headed-
ness, which requires each constituent C to dominate at least one constituent in the lower level, 
except for when C is a syllable; (iii) exhaustivity, requiring that a constituent C immediately 
dominates every prosodic constituent in the next level down; and (iv) nonrecursivity, requir-
ing that no constituent C could dominate another C at the same level. The first two constraints 
are universally held, while (iii) & (iv) can be violated in some languages.

2. Prosodic markedness: Examples of prosodic markedness constraints include the constraints 
that put restrictions on the minimal or maximal size of a prosodic constituent; the constraints 
that regulate the placement of prosodic prominence, etc. (cf. Selkirk 2011 for an overview of 
prosodic markedness constraints).
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from morphosyntactic constituent structures do not satisfy prosody-internal re-
quirements, they may be subject to further structure readjustments. As a result, 
the two constituent structures are not always coextensive. In Optimality Theory 
(OT) framework (Prince & Smolensky 1993; Kager 1999), the mapping between 
prosodic and morphosyntactic constituents and the structure readjustments is the 
result of constraint interactions, specifically the interaction of prosodic constraints 
with interface constraints calling for correspondences.

To sum up, domain-bounded phonological phenomena are widely attested 
across different languages, and the debate remains on how the nature of such do-
mains could be properly defined. There are two major opinions. Some scholars 
think the domains for phonological rule application could be defined by directly 
referring to morphosyntactic constituent structure, but others take an indirect ref-
erence approach, admitting the role of an independent prosodic structure. For 
people taking the indirect reference approach, no consensus has been reached 
on how to properly describe the relations between morphosyntactic constituent 
structure and prosodic constituent structure.

The current study is concerned with Fuzhou tone sandhi at post-lexical level, 
which is also a domain-bounded phonological process that relies heavily on mor-
phosyntactic information. I investigate the patterns of tone sandhi and the forma-
tion of the TSD in two types of Verb-Object phrase (VO). One is the regular VO 
where the verb takes a direct bare noun object. The other is the non-canonical VO 
where the verb takes a surface object, which is an adverbial expression (Lin 2001; 
2014). I am going to demonstrate that TSDs do not necessarily correspond to any 
morphological or syntactic constituents. The indirect reference approach should 
be taken. The prosodic constituent structures which are derived based on morpho-
syntactic constituent structures provide the correct TSDs for Fuzhou post-lexical 
tone sandhi. The specific analysis is formulated in the framework of OT.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. More background about data 
sources, transcriptions, and Fuzhou tonal system are provided in § 2. The patterns 
of tone sandhi and the formation of TSDs are explored in § 3. It is discovered that 
the formation of TSDs are related to factors such as word length, word position in 
a phrase, and syntactic configuration. In § 4, the prosodic nature of TSDs is iden-
tified. The TSDs are argued to be prosodic words (PrWds). In § 5, I demonstrate 
how the two types of VO construction are parsed into PrWds under the influ-
ence of various constraints. The formation of TSDs under different circumstances 
are explained by PrWd-based analysis. § 6 concludes the paper, providing further 
evidence.
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2. Language background

2.1 Data sources and transcription conventions

Fuzhou is a Min dialect spoken in the Northeastern part of Fujian Province in 
China. The broad definition of Fuzhou refers to the languages spoken in the areas 
around the lower reaches of the Min River. However, in the narrow definition, it 
only refers to the language spoken in the five central districts and Minhou County 
surrounding central Fuzhou (Li & Feng 1998). The narrow definition is taken in the 
current study to control the dialect-internal variations across geographical regions.

The data collected come from three sources: (i) the author’s native intuition; 
(ii) interview data from native speakers aged 50 and above, residing in central 
Fuzhou city and suburban areas; (iii) published language material (Wright 1983; 
M. Chan 1985; Li et al. 1994; Li & Feng 1998; L. Chan 1998; Jiang-King 1995, 
1996, 1999; Z. Chen 2010; Zhao 2015, among others). The materials used for in-
terviewing are pre-constructed to control syntactic configuration, word length, etc.

Tones are transcribed using Chao’s (1930) five-point scale of tone letters, where 
5 represents the highest pitch and 1 represents the lowest pitch. TSDs are marked 
by square brackets. Sandhi tones are highlighted. Consonants and vowels are tran-
scribed using IPA. As will be shown, vowel alternations and consonant changes 
sometimes occur together with tone sandhi. Alternating vowels are underlined if 
they occur. Consonant changes are also transcribed if they occur.

2.2 Fuzhou tonal system and diagnostics for TSDs

Li & Feng’s (1998) record of Fuzhou tonal inventory is adopted here,3 as shown 
in Table 1.4

Table 1. Fuzhou citation tones (Li & Feng 1998)

(i) Tones co-occur with tight finals  55 Yin Ping  53 Yang Ping  5 ʔ Yang Ru 33 Shang Sheng
(ii) Tones co-occur with loose finals 212 Yin Qu 242 Yang Qu 24 ʔ Yin Ru  

3. There are many descriptive works on Fuzhou tonology. Some of them have documented 
slightly different tonal values. For instances, the seven citation tones are recorded as 44, 53, 5ʔ, 
31, 213, 242, 23ʔ in Li et al.’s (1994) system. I adopt Li & Feng’s (1998) because their data are 
relatively updated, and their informants are citizens living in central Fuzhou city.

4. The “Yin Ping, Yang Ping, Yang Ru, Shang Sheng, Yin Qu, Yang Qu, and Yin Ru” below the 
tonal numbers are terms used by traditional Chinese phonologists to indicate tonal categories.
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There are seven citation tones, which regularly co-occur with two types of finals,5 
either tight or loose. Besides, there are two sandhi tones: Tone35 and Tone21, which 
co-occur with tight finals. These two sandhi tones are not in the citation tone inven-
tory, because they never appear together with isolated monosyllabic words in their 
citation forms. There is also a zero tone (T0), which appears in very few functional 
words, such as the aspect particle (e.g. ko0) or the possessive particle (e.g. ki0).

If two syllables are in the same TSD, the change of citation tone in the first 
syllable is often obligatory, but the final syllable remains unchanged. All logically 
possible combinations of two citation tones are listed below in Table 2. The leftmost 
column lists citation tones of the non-final syllables,6 and the topmost row lists 
citation tones of the final syllables. Although there are fifty-six possible combina-
tions of citation tones, only twenty patterns of sandhi output are got, as shown in 
the central part of the table. Hereafter, the sandhi patterns listed in Table 2 will be 
referred to as the Disyllabic TS.

Table 2. Disyllabic tone sandhi patterns (Li & Feng 1998)

�nal

non-�nal
55,   212, 
242,    24ʔ(i)

55 53,
5ʔ

55–55 55–53
55–5ʔ

33–53
33–5ʔ

21–53
21–5ʔ

35–33 55–212
55–242
55–24ʔ

sandhi results
33–33 21–212

21–242
21–24ʔ

53–33 53–212
53–242
53–24ʔ

55–55

21–55

33 212,
242,
24 ʔ

53,    5ʔ

33,    24ʔ(ii)

Except the three combinations of tone pairs “55-55”, “55-53” and “55-5ʔ”, all the 
non-final syllables within a disyllabic TSD change their citation tones, but the final 
syllables remain unchanged. Therefore, we can make sure that two syllables are 

5. In traditional works on Chinese phonology, a syllable is divided into two parts: (i) an initial 
consonant, namely initial and (ii) the part excluding the initial consonant, namely final, which 
roughly equals to the rhyme. For example, in a syllable [tsøyʔ24] ‘porridge’, the initial is ts, the 
final is øyʔ.

6. Tone24ʔ (i) and Tone24ʔ (ii) are listed as two citation tones, because they evolved from 
distinct tonal categories, and they behave differently in sandhi. Historically, checked tone ends 
with either k or ʔ. Nowadays, Fuzhou speakers in city areas no longer distinguish k and ʔ. They 
have merged into ʔ. In neighboring county like Gutian, speakers still distinguish k and ʔ.
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within the same TSD if the preceding syllable changes its citation tone according 
to the Disyllabic TS. In cases where the citation tones of two adjacent syllables 
happen to form the three non-changing pairs, additional evidences are needed 
to judge whether the two syllables are within the same TSD or not. Besides tone 
sandhi, consonant changes and vowel alternations are often observed in Fuzhou 
continuous speech within TSDs. These two phonological changes are supplemen-
tary evidences for diagnosing TSDs.

First, consonant changes can help diagnose TSDs. When other conditions are 
met, the first consonant of a non-initial syllable within a TSD usually undergoes 
changes.7

 (2) Consonant changes within TSDs
     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss
  a. 照相機 khiɑʔ24 suɔŋ212 ki55 [khia21 luoŋ55 ŋi55] ‘camera’
  b. 衣裳 i55 suoŋ53 [i55 luoŋ53] ‘clothes’
  c. 修理相機 sieu55 li33 suɔŋ212 ki55 [sieu53 li33] [suoŋ55 ŋi55] ‘to fix camera’

In (2a), the whole word forms a TSD. Consonant changes are found in the ini-
tial positions of the second syllable and the third syllable. The alveolar fricative s 
changes to an alveolar lateral l between two vowels, after deletion of the glottal stop 
coda ʔ in the preceding syllable. The velar stop k changes to a velar nasal ŋ when the 
preceding syllable ends with a velar nasal. In (2b), the two citation tones happen 
to form the “55-53” pair. Tonal changes are not observed in this word, however, 
the consonant s in the second syllable changes to l, indicating that the two syllables 
are within the same TSD. Otherwise, s would not change to l, like the second s in 
a separate TSD in (2c).

Vowel alternations serve as further supplementary evidence for diagnosing 
TSDs. Vowel alternations appear together with tone sandhi when the sandhi pro-
cess involves a tone in the loose category (Table 1: ii) changing to a tone in the tight 
category (Table 1: i), as exemplified in (3).

 (3) Vowel alternations within TSDs
     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss
  a. 五月 ŋou242 ŋuoʔ5 [ŋu55 ŋuoʔ5] ‘May’
  b. 五，六… ŋou242, løyʔ5 [ŋou242] [løyʔ5] ‘five, six…’

7. The consonant change/lenition is basically a lexical-level phenomenon. The changes of con-
sonants are only observed in the non-initial syllables of a TSD that is constituted by a single 
lexical word.
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In (3a), when a tone in the loose category (Tone242) changes to a tone in the tight 
category (Tone55) in the first syllable, the vowel o is deleted, changing the rhyme 
ou to u. However, the same vowel in the same syllable remains the same in (3b), 
because the first monosyllabic word is not in a sandhi position of a TSD. The pres-
ence or absence of vowel alternations can be an additional evidence for diagnosing 
TSDs. However, this evidence is only useful when the tone sandhi process involves 
a loose tone changing to a tight tone.

In sum, rich phonological changes can be observed within TSDs. Tone san-
dhi sometimes are accompanied by vowel alternations and consonant changes. 
Through examining these phonological changes in § 3, the TSDs formed under 
different circumstances are identified. Further discussions on the mechanisms gov-
erning the TSDs formation are carried out in § 4 and § 5.

3. The formation of TSDs in Fuzhou VOs

3.1 Verbs with direct bare noun objects

In this section, I investigate the patterns of tone sandhi and the formation of TSDs 
in regular VOs. The transitive verbs take direct bare noun objects, which often have 
indefinite and unspecific readings.8 Monosyllabic verbs can take the monosyllabic, 
disyllabic, or trisyllabic bare noun objects, and they are referred to as (1+1), (1+2), 
and (1+3) VOs. Similarly, when disyllabic verbs take direct bare noun objects with 
different lengths, they are referred to as (2+1), (2+2), and (2+3) VOs.

3.1.1 Monosyllabic verbs with direct bare noun objects
Examples (4) and (5) show the sandhi patterns of (1+1) VOs. Recall that Fuzhou 
distinguishes two types of finals: tight vs. loose, which co-occur with different types 
of citation tones. All possible kinds of tight-loose (T-L) combinations are explored. 
Some sets of data are listed below, arranged by four kinds of T-L combinations. The 
sandhi results of disyllabic VOs are identical to the Disyllabic TS patterns listed in 

8. Some VO sequences are compounds, and some are idiomatic expressions. They are not in-
cluded in the current investigations of post-lexical TSDs. The issue of word-phrase distinction 
is quite complex, and is beyond the scope of current study. Testing methods such as expansion, 
substitution, modification, movement, etc. are developed in Dai (1992) and others to distin-
guish word from phrase. Besides the syntactic ways to differentiate word from phrase, consonant 
changes are observed in VO compounds (e.g. 枕頭 tsieŋ21 nau53 ‘pillow’), but not in VO phrases, 
even if the verb and the object are within the same TSD.
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Table 2, suggesting that the monosyllabic verb uniformly forms a single TSD with 
its direct bare noun object.

 (4) Tone sandhi in (1+1) VOs: [σ]V.+ [σ]O.,

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 做節 tsɔ212 tsɑiʔ24 [tso53 tsɑiʔ24] ‘to celebrate a holiday’ L+L
  b. 看店 khɑŋ212 taiŋ212 [khaŋ53 taiŋ212] ‘to look after one’s shop’ L+L
  c. 賣藥 mɑ242 yoʔ5 [ma55 yoʔ5] ‘to sell medicine’ L+T
  d. 借錢 tsuɔʔ24 tsieŋ53 [tsuo55 tsieŋ53] ‘to borrow money’ L+T

 (5) Tone sandhi in (1+1) VOs: [σ]V.+ [σ]O.,

   a. 聽戲 thiaŋ55 hiɛ212 [thiaŋ53 hiɛ212] ‘to listen to an opera’ T+L
  b. 食卵(蛋) sieʔ5 lɔuŋ242 [sie21 lɔuŋ242] ‘to eat some eggs’ T+L
  c. 搖頭 ieu53 thau53 [ieu33 thau53] ‘to shake one’s head’ T+T
  d. 鎖門 so33 muoŋ53 [so21 muoŋ53] ‘to lock door’ T+T

The tight tones and the loose tones behave asymmetrically in the non-final sandhi 
positions of the VOs, but they behave the same in the final positions. In (4), the 
preceding verbs carry citation tones of the loose category. After sandhi, the tones 
of the monosyllabic verbs change to the tight tones, accompanied by vowel alterna-
tions. In (5), the preceding verbs carry citation tones of the tight category. Although 
the citation tones of the verbs undergo value changes, there are no alternations 
between tight and loose categories in the sandhi processes. All tight tones remain 
tight after sandhi. No vowel alternations are observed. In the final positions of both 
(4) and (5), the citation tones of the final syllables remain unchanged, no matter 
whether they belong to the loose or the tight category.

Some examples of (1+2) VOs and (1+3) VOs are listed below in (6) and (7) 
respectively. When the bare noun objects are disyllabic or trisyllabic, the mono-
syllabic verbs still enter the same TSDs with their direct bare noun objects. This is 
revealed by the sandhi patterns.

 (6) Tone sandhi in (1+2) VOs: [σ]V.+ [σσ]O.

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 發紅包 huɑʔ24 øyŋ53 pau55 [hua21 øyŋ55 mau55] ‘to give red 

packets’
L TT

  b. 做事情 tsɔ212 tɑi242 kiɛ212 [tso21 tai53 iɛ212] ‘to do things’ L LL
  c. 賣麵粉 mɑ242 miɛŋ242 huŋ33 [ma21 mieŋ53 ŋuŋ33] ‘to sell flour’ L LT
  d. 煮元宵 tsy33 ŋuoŋ53 sieu55 [tsy21 ŋuoŋ55 nieu55] ‘to cook rice balls’ T TT
  e. 開飯店 khuoi55 puɔŋ242 

taiŋ212
[khuoi21 puoŋ53 
naiŋ212]

‘to run a 
restaurant’

T LL

  f. 食蹄髈 sieʔ5 kha55 pɑŋ212 [sie21 kha53 βɑŋ212] ‘to eat pork legs’ T TL
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In (1+2) VOs shown in (6), firstly, the last two syllables (i.e. the disyllabic nominal 
object) exhibit the pattern of Disyllabic TS stated above, that is, the tones in the 
final syllables remain unchanged, while the sandhi tones of penultimate syllables 
are determined by the citation tones of the final syllables. Second, regardless of 
their citation tones, the tones of initial monosyllabic verbs all change to a low/low 
falling tone (Tone 21), which belongs to the tight category.

Similar sandhi patterns are observed in (1+3) VOs shown in (7). The last two 
syllables (i.e. part of the nominal object) exhibit the Disyllabic TS pattern, that is, 
the sandhi tones of the penultimate syllables are determined by the citation tones 
of the final syllables. Regardless of their citation tones, the tones in the first two 
syllables (i.e. the monosyllabic verbs and the initial syllables of nominal objects) 
consistently change to a Tone 21.

Again, tight tones and loose tones behave asymmetrically in the non-final san-
dhi positions of VOs listed in (6) and (7). If a non-final syllable carries a loose cita-
tion tone, it becomes a tight tone, accompanied by vowel alternations. However, if a 
non-final syllable carries a tight tone in its citation form, no tight-loose alternations 
of tones and vowels are observed in the sandhi processes.

 (7) Tone sandhi in (1+3) VOs: [σ]V.+ [σσσ]O.

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 打羽毛球 phɑʔ24 y33 mo53 

kieu53
[pha21 y21 mo33 ieu53] ‘to play 

badminton’
L TTT

  b. 賣清湯麵 mɑ242 tshiŋ55 
thouŋ55miɛŋ242

[ma21 tshiŋ21 nouŋ53 
miɛŋ242]

‘to sell noodle 
soup’

L TTL

  c. 借照相機 tsuɔʔ24 khiɑʔ24 
suɔŋ212 ki55

[tsuo21 khia21 luoŋ55 
ŋi55]

‘to borrow a 
camera’

L LLT

  d. 食芥菜飯 sieʔ5 kɑi212 
tshɑi212 puɔŋ242

[sie21 kai21 ʒai53 
βuɔŋ242]

‘to eat veggie 
rice’

T LLL

  e. 請廚師傅 tshiaŋ33 tuo53 sa55 
hɑu242

[tshiaŋ21 tuo21 la53 
ɑu242]

‘to hire a chief ’ T TTL

  f. 騎腳踏車 khie53 kha55 taʔ5 
tshia55

[khie21 kha21 la55 ʒia55] ‘to ride bike’ T TTT

To make an interim summary, the investigations of (1+X) VOs show that a mono-
syllabic verb always enters the same TSD together with its direct bare noun object, 
as long as the whole VO does not exceed four syllables. The tone sandhi within each 
TSD demonstrates two kinds of regularities. First, a three-way distinction of tonal 
behavior is observed within each TSD.9 In particular, (i) the final syllable retains 
its citation tone. (ii) The sandhi tone of the penultimate syllable is determined by 
the citation tone of the final syllable according to the Disyllabic TS. (iii) The tones 

9. The three-way distinction of sandhi is first of all observed in tone sandhi in Suzhou Chinese, 
which is left-dominant (Shi 2012).
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of antepenultimate syllables (if any) all become a low/low falling tone, i.e. Tone 21. 
Second, tight tones and loose tones behave asymmetrically in the non-final sandhi 
positions of each TSD. Loose tones become tight tones accompanied by vowel al-
ternations. Tight tones undergo only tone value changes without the co-occurrence 
of vowel alternations. However, in the final position of each TSD, syllables always 
retain their citation tones, no matter whether they are tight or loose.

3.1.2 Disyllabic verbs with direct bare noun objects
Most verbs in Fuzhou are monosyllabic, while a few verbs are disyllabic. When the 
disyllabic verb takes a direct bare noun object, the disyllabic verb forms an independ-
ent TSD by itself, separated from the TSD formed by the following bare noun object. 
This is revealed by the sandhi patterns, as shown in (8–10). The Disyllabic TS pattern 
is observed in the first two syllable domain in each VO, indicating that each disyllabic 
verb constitutes a single TSD. In (8), the citation tone is retained in each monosyllabic 
noun object. In (9), the Disyllabic TS is seen in each disyllabic noun object domain. 
In (10), the three-way sandhi pattern is present in each trisyllabic noun object. The 
above patterns indicate that the bare noun object in each VO forms another TSD.

The asymmetric behavior of tight tones and loose tones are again observed in 
the non-final sandhi positions of each TSD. When loose tones happen to appear 
in those non-final sandhi positions, they have to change to tight tones. However, 
non-final tight tones only undergo tone value changes. In the final position of each 
TSD, citation tones are always retained, no matter whether tight or loose.

 (8) Tone sandhi in (2+1) VOs: [σσ]V.+ [σ]O.

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 培養儂(人) puoi53 yoŋ33 

nøyŋ53
[puoi33 yoŋ33] 
[nøyŋ53]

‘to train 
somebody’

TT T

  b. 收購菜 sieu55 kɑu212 
tshɑi212

[sieu53 ɑu212] 
[tshɑi212]

‘to buy vegetables 
in bulk’

TL L

  c. 勸解儂(人) khuɔŋ212 ke33 
nøyŋ53

[khuoŋ53 ŋe33] 
[nøyŋ53]

‘to comfort 
somebody’

LT T

  d. 備辦乇(東西) pei242 paiŋ242 nɔʔ24 [pi53 βaiŋ242] [nɔʔ24] ‘to prepare sth.’ LL L

 (9) Tone sandhi in (2+2) VOs: [σσ]V.+ [σσ]O.

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 修理電器 sieu55 li33 tiɛŋ242 

khei212
[sieu53 li33] [tieŋ53 
ŋei212]

‘to fix electronic 
gears’

TT LL

  b. 交代事情 kau55 tɑi242 tɑi242 
kiɛ212

[kau53 lɑi242] [tai53 
iɛ212]

‘to handover 
sth.’

TL LL

  c. 發展教育 huɑʔ24 tieŋ33 kɑu212 
yʔ5

[hua35 tieŋ33] [kau55 
yʔ5]

‘to develop 
education’

LT LT

  d. 孝順老儂 hɑu212 sɔuŋ242lɑu242 
nøyŋ53

[hau53 lɔuŋ242] [lau55 
nøyŋ53]

‘to show filial 
piety to elders’

LL LT
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 (10) Tone sandhi in (2+3) VOs: [σσ]V.+ [σσσ]O.

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 培養運動員 puoi53 yoŋ33 ouŋ242 

touŋ242 ŋuoŋ53
[puoi33 yoŋ33] [uŋ21 
nuŋ55 ŋuoŋ53]

‘to train 
athletes’

TT LLT

  b. 欺負鄉下妹 khie55 hou242 hyoŋ55 
ŋɑ242 muɔi242

[khie53 ou242] [hyoŋ21 
ŋa53 muɔi242]

‘to bully a 
country girl’

TL TLL

  c. 配合廚師傅 phuɔi212 haʔ5 tuo53 
sa55 hɑu242

[phuoi55 aʔ5] [tuo21 
la53 ɑu242 ]

‘to cooperate 
with chefs’

LT TTL

  d. 照顧表姐妹 tsiɛu212 kou212 pieu33 
tsia33 muɔi212

[tsieu53 kou212] 
[pieu21 ʒia55 muɔi212]

‘to look after 
one’s cousins

LL TTL

Comparing the TSDs formed in (2+X) VOs with the TSDs formed in (1+X) VOs, 
the distinction is obvious. First, the monosyllabic verb consistently forms a single 
TSD with its direct bare noun object, but the disyllabic verb and its object are 
separated into two TSDs. The syllable number of the verb (i.e. being monosyllabic 
or disyllabic) determines the distinct TSDs formed in regular VOs.

Second, the comparison between (1+X) VOs and (2+1) VOs suggests a posi-
tional restriction on the occurrence of monosyllabic domains. The monosyllabic 
verbs cannot stand alone in (1+X) VOs, and they have to join the same TSDs 
together with the following noun objects, as in (4–7). However, the monosyllabic 
bare noun objects can stand alone in (2+1) VOs, as in (8). They do not join the 
preceding TSDs formed by the disyllabic verbs. The position where a monosyllabic 
word occurs determines whether it can stand alone or not. A monosyllabic word 
cannot stand alone in the non-final positions of a regular VO, but it can stand alone 
in the final position of a regular VO.

3.2 Verbs with non-canonical/adverbial objects

Although monosyllabic verbs tend to enter the same TSDs with their objects in 
regular VOs, such kind of tendency disappears when we consider another type of 
VOs where verbs take non-canonical objects. Non-canonical objects refer to those 
post-verbal nominal expressions that are not the logical objects of verbs, but the 
adverbials that modify the eventuality. Such kind of objects are called adverbial ob-
jects (Lin 2001; 2014). The thematic roles of the direct bare noun objects in regular 
VOs are normally theme or patient. Whereas the adverbial objects often bear the 
thematic roles such as instrument, location, time, reason, and so on.
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(11) lists examples where the monosyllabic verbs are followed by disyllabic 
adverbial objects.10 Unlike the sandhi patterns in (4–7) where the monosyllabic 
verbs consistently undergo tone sandhi, the monosyllabic verbs in (11) always re-
tain their citation tones. The pattern of Disyllabic TS is seen in each adverbial object 
domain. It indicates that the monosyllabic verbs do not join the same TSDs with 
the following disyllabic adverbial objects. In non-canonical VOs, the verb and the 
adverbial object are separated into two independent TSDs.

 (11) Tone sandhi in (1+2) non-canonical VOs: [σ]V.+ [σσ]adv.O

     Chinese Citation tones Sandhi tones & TSDs Gloss Comb.
  a. 做早頭 tsɔ212 tsai33 thau53 [tsɔ212] [tsai21 lau53] ‘to work in the 

morning’
L T T

  b. 開暝晡 khuoi55 maŋ53puo55 [khuoi55][maŋ55 muo55] ‘to drive in the 
night’

T T T

  c. 休拜一 hyɔʔ24 pɑi212 eiʔ24 [hyɔʔ24] [pai53 eiʔ24] ‘to rest/close on 
Monday’

L L L

  d. 開高速 khuoi55 ko55 souʔ24 [khuoi55] [ko53 louʔ24] ‘to drive on the 
highway’

T T L

  e. 裝紙箱 tsouŋ55 tsai33 
suoŋ55

[tsouŋ55] [tsai21 luoŋ55] ‘to pack with paper 
boxes’

T T T

  f. 寫鋼筆 sia33 kɔuŋ212 peiʔ24 [sia33 ] [kouŋ53 meiʔ24] ‘to write with pen’ T L L
  g. 打有趣 phɑʔ24 ou242 mei242 [phɑʔ24 ] [u53 mei242] ‘to play(cards) for 

fun’
L L L

3.3 Summary

Several findings emerge from the investigations of regular VOs and non-canonical 
VOs. The first finding is about the tone sandhi patterns. A three-way distinction of 
tone sandhi behavior is observed within each TSD with the length of two to four 
syllables. Only the final syllable retains its citation tone. The sandhi tone of the 
penultimate syllable shows a tonal dependency on the citation tone of the final syl-
lable. The antepenultimate syllables (if any) all become Tone 21s regardless of their 
citation tones. At the same time, different types of tones behave asymmetrically in 
the sandhi positions of a TSD. Only tight tones are allowed in the non-final sandhi 
positions of a TSD. If loose tones occur in the non-final sandhi positions of a TSD, 
they will become tight tones, accompanied by vowel alternations. However, in the 
final position of a TSD, both tight tones and loose tones remain unchanged. The first 

10. When the adverbial object construction is made up by a verb and a bare noun, other kinds 
of syllable combinations are not common. The disyllabic verbs are rarely followed by adverbial 
objects.
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question arises on what kind of analysis could capture the three-way sandhi pattern 
in each TSD, as well as the behavior of tight and loose tones in different positions?

The patterns of TSDs formation in two types of VOs show diverse regularities, 
as summarized in Table 3. It is obvious that the TSDs cannot be defined by simply 
referring to morphological or syntactic constituents. A TSD sometimes equals to a 
syntactic phrase (i.a), while other times a TSD equals to a syntactic word (i.b & ii.a). 
No conclusion can be made on what specific types of morphological or syntactic 
constituents should be referred to as the TSDs. Furthermore, the syntactic config-
urations in (i.a) and (i.b) are the same, but the TSDs formed in them are different. 
It indicates that some factors other than morphosyntax would affect the formation 
of TSDs. Therefore, the direct reference approach does not work.

Table 3. The TSDs formed in two types of VOs (2–4 syllables)

Syntactic configurations TSDs formation

(a) 1+X (b) 2+X

(i) verb + direct bare noun object (regular VOs) [V. Obj.]TSD [V.]TSD [Obj.]TSD
(ii) verb + adverbial object (non-canonical VOs) [V.]TSD [Obj.]TSD N/A

To figure out what precise factors would affect the formation of TSDs, the following 
questions need to be answered. First, the syntactic configurations in (i.a) and (i.b) 
are the same, why do the different lengths of the verbs (i.e. being either monosyl-
labic or disyllabic) lead to the distinct TSDs formed in (1+X) VOs and (2+X) VOs?

Second, in regular VOs, the position where a monosyllabic word occurs de-
termines whether it can stand alone. The monosyllabic verb cannot stand alone in 
the non-final position of (1+X) VOs, so it enters the same TSD together with the 
following noun object. However, the monosyllabic bare noun object in the final 
position of (2+1) VOs can stand independently. It does not join the preceding TSD 
formed by the disyllabic verb. What is the reason for the asymmetric presence of 
monosyllabic domain?

Third, in (i.a) and (ii.a), the initial verbs are both monosyllabic. Why do the 
different syntactic configurations (i.e. being either a regular VO or a non-canonical 
VO) lead to the diverse TSDs formed in these two types of VOs?

I try to answer the above questions by taking the indirect reference approach. In 
§ 4 and § 5, an analysis is developed in the spirit of Prosodic Structure theory. The 
TSDs are argued to be the prosodic constituents of designated types (i.e. PrWds). 
It is shown that an analysis based on PrWds provides explanations not only for the 
tone sandhi pattern and the behavior of two types of tones within each TSD, but 
also for the problem of TSDs formation under different contexts.
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4. The prosodic nature of TSDs

In this section, the prosodic nature of TSDs are identified. In § 4.1, previous studies 
are reviewed. I briefly go over their evidences for establishing prosodic structures 
until the level of disyllabic foot. Based on the insights of previous works, it is argued 
that each TSD formed in VOs equals to a PrWd. The structures of the PrWds are 
outlined in § 4.2.1. I demonstrate how PrWd-internal domination and prominence 
relations are regulated by the prosodic markedness constraints in § 4.2.2.

4.1 Fuzhou prosodic categories established in previous literatures

Previous studies on Fuzhou (e.g. Wright 1983; M. Chan 1985; L. Chan 1998; Jiang- 
King 1995, 1996, 1999, among others) have applied Prosodic Structure theory to 
account for various phonological phenomena, such as (i) the co-occurrence re-
strictions on the distributions of tones and vowels in monosyllabic words in their 
citation forms; (ii) the tone sandhi in a disyllabic word, and the vowel alternations 
with respect to the tone sandhi. The lower-level prosodic categories have been 
proposed, including the mora, the light/heavy syllable and the disyllabic foot.

Jiang-King’s studies (1995; 1996; 1999) have established the syllable weight 
distinction in Fuzhou. She argues that Fuzhou distinguishes between two types 
of syllables: light vs. heavy. Light syllable contains only one mora, while heavy 
syllable contains two moras. She proposes distinct moraic structures for two types 
of syllables, as shown in (12), where the mora dominated by the nucleus node is 
the head mora.11 The tight-loose distinction documented in descriptive literatures 
is argued to be the distinction between syllable weights of two types of syllables. 
The evidences for her argumentations on the necessity to posit the sub-syllable 
weight-bearing unit mora could be summarized in the following aspects.

 (12) Fuzhou syllable structure  (Jiang-King 1996: 74)
  a. light syllable (tight)

(C) (V/C)

N

μ

V

σ

11. An on-glide occurs before the head mora sometimes.
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  b. heavy syllable (loose)

(C) (V/C)

N

μ

V

μ

V

σ

First, the tonal complexity in each syllable correlates with the syllable weight. Light 
syllables can only bear level tones or simple contour tones, whereas heavy syllables 
can bear complex contour tones, that is, convex or concave tones. The distributions 
of tones with different tonal complexities in two types of syllables indicate that the 
number of tone bearing units (TBUs) contained in each type of syllable is different.

Second, the number of vocalic segments that is present in each syllable corre-
lates with the syllable weight. Specifically, (i) high vowels surface as monophthongs 
in light syllables, but as diphthongs in heavy syllables (e.g. i ~ ei; u ~ ou; y ~ øy). 
The different numbers of vocalic segments in two types of syllables indicate the 
quantity differences between them. (ii) Mid and low vowels appear in their tense 
forms in light syllables, but they appear in their lax forms in heavy syllables (e.g. 
a ~ ɑ; o ~ ɔ; ie ~ iɛ). Jiang-King quoted relevant phonetic studies (Fischer-Jørgensen 
1990) to show that the tense-lax distinction is primarily the duration/quantity dif-
ference, but not vowel quality difference. The tense form is short, containing only 
one vocalic segment, while the lax form is long, containing two vocalic segments.

Third, there is a vowel harmony restriction in light syllables, but not in heavy 
syllables. A low-high sequence of vowels is prohibited in light syllables with conso-
nant codas, but the low-high sequence of vowels is allowed in heavy syllables with 
consonant codas (e.g. eiŋ ~ aiŋ; eiʔ ~ aiʔ, where the co-occurrence of the low vowel 
a and the high vowel i is only possible in heavy syllables with ʔ or ŋ coda, but not 
in light syllables). This vowel harmony restriction indicates that the two vocalic 
segments are associated with one single unit in the light syllable with coda, thus the 
feature co-occurrence is more restrictive. Nonetheless, the feature co-occurrence is 
less restrictive in the heavy syllable with coda, showing that the vocalic segments 
are associated with more than one units.

Fourth, although there are co-occurrence restrictions on tones and vowels in 
two types of syllables, tonal features and vowel features do not interact with each 
other in direct ways. The indirect interaction of tonal features and vowel features 
indicates that there is something mediating between tones and vowels.

Based on the facts summarized above, the prosodic category mora is proposed 
as the “anchor” for both tonal features and vocalic features. The distributions of 
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tones and vowels in two types of syllables, and the alternations of vowels with re-
spect to the tone sandhi are all attributed to the different moraic structures of light 
and heavy syllables.12

Besides the light and the heavy syllables, the disyllabic right-headed foot shown 
in (13) has also been argued in previous studies based on the evidences from acous-
tic experiments, and the tone sandhi and vowel alternation patterns observed within 
a disyllabic word.

 (13) Fuzhou right-headed foot structure 
 (Wright 1983; M. Chan 1985; Jiang-King 1995, 1996, 1999;  

L. Chan 1998, among others)
Ft

σw σs

First, Wright (1983) conducted acoustic measurements, comparing the durations 
of two syllables in a disyllabic word with the durations of the same two syllables in 
isolation. Her results show that the initial syllable in a disyllabic word reduces 2/3 
length compared to its citation form, whereas the final syllable reduces less than 
1/3 length compared to its citation form. This result indicates that the two syllables 
in a disyllabic word have different degrees of prominence.13 The initial syllable is 
relatively weak, so it reduces more duration. The final syllable is relatively strong, 
so it reduces less duration.

Second, previous studies (Wright 1983; M. Chan 1985; Jiang-King 1995 et seq.; 
L. Chan 1998, among others) all found that a disyllabic word constitutes a TSD. 
Within the TSD, the initial syllable undergoes tone sandhi, while the final sylla-
ble retains its citation tone. The change of tone in domain-initial syllable and the 
retention of tone in domain-final syllable suggest different degrees of prominence 
of the two syllables. The initial syllable is relatively weak, so tonal features in the 
initial syllable are not stable and subject to changes. On the other hand, the final 
syllable is relatively strong, being strong ensures the stabilities of tonal features.

12. Details on how the tonal features and the vocalic features are associated with two types of 
moraic structures governed by various constraints are omitted here. Interesting readers may refer 
to Jiang-King’s work for the full analyses. Hereafter, following Jiang-King’s terms, I will use light 
vs. heavy rather than tight vs. loose to describe different types of syllables.

13. There are acoustic studies on stress perception in Mandarin Chinese (e.g. Shen 1993), indi-
cating that the major acoustic correlate for stress perception are duration and intensity. Duration 
is the most important cue in signaling stress in Chinese. Wright’s (1983) results show that dura-
tion reduction in the initial position are greater than the duration reduction in the final position. 
Therefore, the final syllable is more prominent than the initial syllable.
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The third evidence comes from the different behavior of light and heavy syl-
lables in disyllabic tone sandhi (Jiang-King 1995 et seq.). (i) Light syllables and 
heavy syllables behave asymmetrically in the initial sandhi position of a disyllabic 
TSD. If heavy syllables appear in the initial sandhi position, the complex con-
tour tones co-occurring with heavy syllables have to undergo simplifications, be-
coming level tones or simple contour tones that co-occur with light syllables (e.g. 
Tone242→Tone53). At the same time, the vowels of the initial heavy syllables change 
to their counterparts that co-occur with light syllables (e.g. pei242→pi53). The tonal 
simplifications and vowel alternations reveal that the heavy syllables in the initial 
position must undergo weight reduction. The weight reduction is triggered by 
the weak status of the initial syllable within a right-headed foot. In comparison, 
if light syllables appear in the initial position, no tonal simplification and vowel 
alternations are observed, because light syllables do not reduce weight even though 
they are in the weak position of a foot. (ii) Tone sandhi and vowel alternations do 
not take place in the final position of a TSD, no matter whether the syllable in the 
final position is light or heavy. This positional asymmetry again suggests that the 
final syllable in a disyllabic TSD is relatively strong. Both light and heavy syllables 
can retain their weights in the strong position of a foot, and all vocalic and tonal 
features are retained.

4.2 Prosodic word as the domain for tone sandhi

4.2.1 The structure of the prosodic word
Previous studies have established the lower-level prosodic categories in Fuzhou 
prosodic system, including the mora, the light / heavy syllable and the disyllabic 
right-headed foot. They have shown that the prosodic structures play crucial roles 
in explaining the disyllabic tone sandhi pattern and the behavior of light and heavy 
syllables. Building on their insights, I argue for a prosodic constituent above the 
disyllabic foot to accommodate the three-way distinction of tonal behavior, and this 
constituent is the PrWd. The sandhi pattern observed within each TSD is repeated 
below as (14).

 (14) Three-way distinction of tonal behavior
  a. The final syllable retains its citation tone.
  b. The penultimate syllable’s sandhi tone is determined by the final syllable’s 

citation tone according to the Disyllabic TS.
  c. The antepenultimate syllable(s) (if any) lose their citation tones, becoming 

a default low/low falling tone (Tone 21) regardless of their citation tones.
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Each TSD formed in the VOs equals to a PrWd domain. The size of a PrWd can 
range from two to four syllables. The structures of the PrWds are shown in (15).

 (15) Level-skipping, right-headed PrWd structures
  a. Disyllabic

Foot

σsσw

PrWd

  b. Trisyllabic

Foot

σsσwσw

PrWd

  c. Tetrasyllabic

Foot

σsσwσwσw

PrWd

Each PrWd contains only one disyllabic right-headed foot. The foot is the head of 
the PrWd, and it stands on the right edge of the PrWd. In trisyllabic and tetrasyl-
labic PrWds, the syllables are not exhaustively dominated by the foot node in the 
immediate higher level. The antepenultimate syllables are directly dominated by 
the PrWd node, skipping the foot node.14

The structures of the PrWds in (15) provide an account for the three-way dis-
tinction of tonal behavior. First, the final syllable is the head of the disyllabic foot, 
and the foot is the head of the PrWd. Therefore, the final syllable is the strongest 
syllable in each PrWd. The non-final syllable(s) are either the non-headed syllable 
of the foot, or the unfooted syllable(s) in the PrWd. In both cases, the non-final 
syllables are relatively weak in the PrWd domain. The strong status ensures feature 
stability while the weak status leads to feature changes. That is why the syllables in 
the final position of a TSD always retain their citation tones, but the syllables in 

14. An anonymous reviewer asks whether the proposed structures violate Strict Layer Hypothesis. 
The (15b) and (15c) are not strictly-layered, but it does not mean that they are not well-formed 
structures. As mentioned in footnote 1, Strict Layer Hypothesis has already been modified in the 
classic theory. Level-skipping or recursive prosodic domination is allowed.
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the non-final position(s) of a TSD undergo tone sandhi. Second, within each foot 
domain, the sandhi tone of the penultimate syllable is determined by the final sylla-
ble’s citation tone. The disyllabic foot delimits the domain for the Disyllabic TS. The 
tonal dependencies are only confined to the foot domain. Third, the unfooted weak 
syllable(s) dominated by the PrWd are even less prominent than the non-headed 
syllable of the foot. Therefore, the unfooted syllable(s) lose their citation tones, and 
default low tones (Tone21s) are inserted after the loss of tones.

Furthermore, the proposed structures of the PrWds in (15) could also explain 
the behavior of light and heavy syllables in different positions of a TSD, as sum-
marized in Table 4.

Table 4. Behavior of light (tight) and heavy (loose) syllables in different positions of a TSD

  Antepenultimate Penultimate Final

Tone simplifications Heavy σ Yes Yes No
Light σ No No No

Vowel alternations Heavy σ Yes Yes No
Light σ No No No

First, the asymmetric behavior of light and heavy syllables in the penultimate or the 
antepenultimate position of a TSD are due to their weak status within a PrWd. The 
heavy syllables in the non-final weak positions need to reduce syllable weight, becom-
ing light. The reduction of syllable weight causes tone simplifications and vowel alter-
nations. However, the light syllables need not reduce weight even though they are in 
the weak positions, so the vowel alternations and tone simplifications are not present. 
Second, the absence of any alternations in the final position of a TSD is ensured by the 
strong status of the PrWd-final syllable. Both types of syllables can retain their weights, 
and the tonal and vocalic feature specifications are stable in the strong position.

To sum up, I have argued that the TSDs formed in VOs are equal to the PrWds 
domains. The structures of PrWds are outlined. Each PrWd dominates only one 
right-headed foot at its right edge, and one or two optional unfooted syllable(s) 
at its left side. The structures of the PrWds provide an account for the three-way 
sandhi and the behavior of light and heavy syllables within each TSD.

Besides the proposed PrWd structures in (15), alternative structures are unable 
to capture the three-way sandhi in each TSD. For instance, a trisyllabic unbounded 
foot (σw σw σs)Ft or a tetrasyllabic one (σw σw σw σs)Ft fails to capture the different 
sandhi behavior of the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables. Another alter-
native might be PPhs. A trisyllabic PPh in which the initial syllable links to the PPh 
node {σw [(σw σs)Ft]PrWd} PPh is consistent with the sandhi pattern, but a tetrasyllabic 
PPh like {σw [σw (σw σs)Ft]PrWd}PPh fails to predict the same behavior of the two an-
tepenultimate syllables. Therefore, we choose the PrWd structures instead of others.
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4.2.2 Prosodic constraints on the structures of the prosodic words
In § 4.2.1, the TSDs are argued to be the PrWds. The PrWds delimit the domains for 
the three-way sandhi. The remaining question is how the PrWds with the proposed 
structures are constructed in different contexts. The solution provided here follows 
the spirit of Prosodic Structure theory. It is believed that the formation of PrWds are 
governed by two types of constraints. First, the PrWds are prosodic constituents, 
therefore, the PrWd-internal domination and prominence relations are regulated 
by the prosodic markedness constraints. Second, the PrWds are defined in relation 
to morphosyntactic structures. The interacted effects from two sides give rise to the 
final outputs of PrWds. In this section, I put the focus on discussing the prosodic 
markedness constraints, which govern the structures of the PrWds.

Several principles should be followed to ensure that the PrWds are constructed 
in the proposed structures in (15). These principles are listed in (16).

 (16) a. The foot is disyllabic.
  b. The foot is right-headed.
  c. Binary foot is constructed non-iteratively from right to left within the PrWd.
  d. Every syllable should be parsed into the prosodic structure.

To realize the above principles, four prosodic markedness constraints are needed, 
as in (17). First, the constraint ft-bin prohibits degenerated foot and unbounded 
foot from being constructed, ensuring that the foot is strictly disyllabic. Second, 
the constraint align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R) demands every foot to be right-headed, that 
is, the strongest syllable-daughter is located in final position of the foot. Third, the 
constraint align (Ft, R, PrWd, R) requires the right edge of a foot and the right 
edge of a PrWd to coincide. Within a PrWd, only one foot’s right edge can be strictly 
aligned with the PrWd’s right edge, so this constraint will be violated if there are 
more than one foot within a PrWd. This constraint will enforce a single foot in each 
PrWd if it is ranked high enough. Finally, the constraint parse-syll ensures that 
every syllable is parsed into a foot.

 (17) ft-bin  (McCarthy & Prince 2008: 168)
“Feet must be binary under syllabic (or moraic) analysis.”
align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)  (McCarthy & Prince 2008: 176)
The head of foot stands in final position in the foot.15

align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)  (McCarthy & Prince 2008: 171)
“Every foot stands in final position in the PrWd.”
parse-syll  (McCarthy & Prince 2008: 168)
“All syllables must be parsed by feet.”

15. This constraint is formulated following the constraint align (Ft, L, H(Ft), L) in McCarthy 
& Prince (2008: 176). It belongs to the family of constraints aligning the edges of prosodic con-
stituents of different categories.
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The proposed ranking of these constraints is shown in (18). As parse-syll favors 
feet being constructed iteratively, it must be ranked lower than align (Ft, R, PrWd, 
R), which militates against iterative footing. Otherwise, the output PrWd might 
contain more than one foot.

 (18) ft-bin, align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R), align (Ft, R, PrWd, R) >> parse-syll

Given the set of ranked constraints in (18), tableau (19) demonstrates how the opti-
mal structures of the PrWds are constructed through the evaluations of the prosodic 
markedness constraints. The input is a string of two, three or four syllables without 
any morphosyntactic information.

First, when the input are two syllables, Canda is selected as optimal as it satisfies 
all the prosodic markedness constraints. Candb and Candc are ruled out because 
they both contain degenerated foot, in violation of ft-bin. Candd is ruled out, 
because the PrWd dominates one left-headed binary foot, in violation of align 
(Ft, R, H(Ft), R), which favors right-headed foot. The unparsed syllable string in 
Cande does not violate any of the high-ranked three constraints, but it incurs two 
violations of the low-ranked parse-syll, therefore, Cande is ruled out.

Second, when the input are three syllables, Candf is selected as optimal al-
though it violates the low-ranked parse-syll for one time. Candg and Candh are 
ruled out due to their violations of ft-bin. The former contains a degenerated foot, 
while the latter contains an unbounded foot. Candi is ruled out because it contains 
a foot that does not stand in final position of the PrWd. Candj is ruled out because it 
contains one left-headed foot, in violation of align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R). The unparsed 
Candk is ruled out because it incurs violations of parse-syll more times than the 
selected Candf does.

Third, when the input are four syllables, Candl is selected as the optimal output 
although it violates parse-syll twice. Candm, Candn and Cando are ruled out due 
to their violations of ft-bin. Each of them contains one or two feet that are not 
disyllabic. Candp, Candq and Candr are ruled out due to their violations of align 
(Ft, R, PrWd, R). Each of them contains a foot that does not stand in final posi-
tion of the PrWd.16 Cands is ruled out due to the left-headed foot, which violates 
the constraint align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R) that militates against left-headed foot. The 
unparsed Candt is ruled out because it incurs four violations of parse-syll. The 
selected Candl only violates this constraint twice.

16. The violation of this alignment constraint is gradient. The time(s) of violations equal to the 
number of syllables intervening between the right edge of the non-final foot and the right edge 
of the PrWd.
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 (19) Tableau showing how PrWd-internal structures are regulated by the prosodic 
markedness constraints, supposing the input syllables are all included in a 
single PrWd17

   
tab1ainput output ft-bin align 

(Ft, R, 
H(Ft), R)

align 
(Ft, R, 
PrWd, R)

parse-syll

  σ σ ☞ a. [(σw σs)]PW        
      b. [(σs) (σs)]PW *!*   *  
      c. [σw (σs)]PW *!     *
      d. [(σs σw)]PW   *!    
      e. σσ       *!*
  σ σ σ ☞ f. [σw (σw σs)]PW       *
      g. [(σs) (σw σs)]PW *!   **  
      h. [(σs σw σw)]PW *! *    
      i. [(σw σs) σw]PW     *! *
      j. [σw (σs σw)]PW   *!   *
      k. σσσ       **!*
  σ σ σ σ ☞ l. [σw σw (σw σs)]PW       **
      m.[(σs) (σs) (σw σs)]PW *!*   ***,**  
      n. [(σs) (σw σw σs)]PW *!*   ***  
      o. [(σw σw σw σs)]PW *!      
      p. [(σw σs) (σw σs)]PW     *!*  
      q. [(σw σs) σw σw]PW     *!* **
      r. [σw (σw σs) σw]PW     *! **
      s. [σw σw (σs σw)]PW   *!   **
      t. σσσσ       ***!*

To sum up, four prosodic markedness constraints are figured out, and I have 
demonstrated how these constraints work together to regulate the domination and 
prominence relations within each PrWd. (19) only shows the condition when the 
input syllables are all included in a single PrWd or unparsed. However, when the 
input are real phrases, the condition becomes different. The formation of PrWds 
is not only decided by the prosodic markedness constraints. It is highly related to 
the morphosyntactic information that are imposed on those syllables. The effects 
of morphosyntax are discussed in § 5.

17. The square brackets “[ ]PW” mark the boundaries of a PrWd, and the parentheses “( )” mark 
the boundaries of a foot. Different candidates show various possible PrWd-internal organizations. 
The solid line indicates a crucial ranking between constraints.
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5. Interaction of constraints on the formation of prosodic words

5.1 The formation of prosodic words in regular VOs

In § 3.3, two questions have been raised about the TSDs formed in regular VOs. 
First, why does the length of the verb determine the distinct TSDs formed? 
Specifically, monosyllabic verb enters the same TSD together with its noun object. 
Disyllabic verb and its noun object are separated into two TSDs. Second, why does 
the position where a monosyllabic word occurs determine whether it can form an 
independent domain? Specifically, the non-final monosyllabic verb in a (1+X) VO 
cannot stand alone, but the final monosyllabic bare noun object in a (2+1) VO 
forms an independent domain.

As the TSDs have been argued to be the PrWds, now the questions have been 
transformed into the following two: (i) why does the length of the verb decide 
the distinct PrWds parsing? Specifically, a (1+X) VO is parsed as one PrWd, but 
a (2+X) VO is parsed as two PrWds. (ii) The non-final monosyllabic verb in a 
regular VO cannot be parsed as an independent PrWd, but the final monosyllabic 
noun can. What is the reason for the asymmetric tolerance of monosyllabic PrWd 
in different positions?

The answer lies in the interactions between the correspondence constraints and 
the prosodic markedness constraints discussed in § 4.2.2, especially the ft-bin con-
straint. First, in the framework of Prosodic Structure theory, prosodic constituents 
from the level of PrWd above are defined in relation to morphosyntactic constit-
uents by a series of correspondences constraints. Regarding the current concern 
about PrWds, they are defined in relation to syntactic words (WDs).18 I adopt the 
match constraints (Selkirk 2011), to capture the correspondences between PrWds 
and WDs,19 as in (20).

18. In this study, the syntactic words (WDs) refer to the terminal nodes in the syntactic trees. 
They include: (i) individual mono-morphemic lexical items; (ii) any lexical items derived by 
morphological processes such as affixation or compounding.

19. There are two reasons why I adopt Match constraints, rather than the single-edge-based con-
straints or the relation-based constraints. First, Selkirk (2011) demonstrates that Match theory 
can also make correct predictions on the data that were originally taken to motivate single-edge-
based theory. Furthermore, Match theory has stronger prediction power. It can explain some 
language data (e.g. Irish, Xitsonga) that the single-edge-based theory fails to make correct pre-
dictions. Second, there is no evidence showing that word-internal relations held between word 
components would affect the prosodic domain formation in the current investigations. Therefore, 
relational notions are not necessary to be referred to in the word-level mapping.
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 (20) match  (WD, PrWd)
The left and right edges of a WD in the input syntactic representation must 
correspond to the left and right edges of a PrWd in the output phonological 
representation.
match  (PrWd, WD)
The left and right edges of a PrWd in the output phonological representation 
must correspond to the left and right edges of a WD in the input syntactic 
representation.

Second, the PrWd-internal structure is regulated by the set of prosodic markedness 
constraints listed in (17). Among them, the constraint ft-bin militates against de-
generated foot with only one syllable. It also militates against monosyllabic PrWd, 
because every monosyllabic PrWd contains a degenerated foot.20

To account for the distinct PrWds formed in regular VOs, I propose the fol-
lowing ranking of the prosodic markedness constraints and the correspondence 
constraints, as in (21). First, ft-bin should dominate the two match constraints. 
Second, align (Ft, R, PrWd, R) should dominate parse-syll.

 (21) ft-bin >> match (WD, PrWd), match (PrWd, WD), align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R), 
align (Ft, R, PrWd, R) >> parse-syll

Given this ranking, a monosyllabic WD cannot faithfully map to a PrWd, because 
the undominant constraint ft-bin militates against degenerated foot, and against 
monosyllabic PrWd. This explains why the monosyllabic verb in a regular VO 
cannot faithfully map to an independent PrWd. Tableaux (22–24) illustrate how 
PrWds are constructed in regular VOs when the verb is monosyllabic.21

The input in (22) is a regular (1+1) VO made up of two WDs, that are, the verb 
and the noun. The constraint match (WD, PrWd) will be violated if one or both 
edge(s) of a syntactic word (WD) in the input are not aligned with the edge(s) of 
a PrWd in the output. match (PrWd, WD) will be violated if one or both edge(s) 
of a PrWd in the output are not aligned with the edge(s) of a WD in the input. 
The output Cand2 reflects a one-to-one mapping between PrWds and WDs, so 
the match constraints are not violated. However, the two monosyllabic PrWds in 
Cand2 incur violations of the highest-ranked ft-bin, therefore, Cand2 is ruled out. 

20. The headedness constraint is assumed to be inviolable in Prosodic Structure theory. A pro-
sodic constituent must have a head. A PrWd contains at least one foot, so a monosyllabic PrWd 
contains a degenerated foot that is monosyllabic.

21. In the input column, the square brackets “[ ]WD” mark syntactic word boundaries. Many 
candidates have been discussed in tableau (19), and those candidates are omitted in the tableaux 
shown in this section, which focus on the interaction between correspondence constraints and 
prosodic markedness constraints.
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Cand1 violates the two match constraints for several times, because the two WDs 
in the input do not have their corresponding PrWds in the output. Neither does the 
PrWd in the output have a corresponding WD in the input. However, Cand1 is still 
selected as the optimal output because of its satisfaction of the undominant ft-bin.

 (22) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (1+1) input
e.g. (4c) [mɑ242]V. [yoʔ5]N. → [ma55 yoʔ5]TSD ‘to sell medicine’

   input 
[σ]WD [σ]WD

Cand1 Cand2

  ☞ [(σw σs)]PW [(σs)]PW [(σs)]PW

  ft-bin   *!*
  match (WD, PrWd) **  
  match (PrWd, WD) *  
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)    
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)    
  parse-syll    

Tableau (23) shows why only one PrWd is formed in a regular (1+2) VO. The input 
is a monosyllabic verb followed by a disyllabic noun. Cand2 reflects a one-to-one 
mapping between PrWds and WDs. The two WDs identically map to two PrWds. 
The first PrWd in Cand2 contains a monosyllabic foot, thus it violates the highest 
ft-bin. Cand2 is ruled out due to this violation. Cand1 is selected as the optimal, 
although it violates the match constraints and the low-ranked parse-syll.

 (23) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (1+2) input
e.g. (6f ) [sieʔ5 ]V. [kha55 pɑŋ212]N. → [sie21 kha53 βɑŋ212]TSD ‘to eat pork legs’

   input 
[σ]WD [σσ]WD

Cand1 Cand2

  ☞ [σw (σw σs)]PW [(σs)]PW [(σw σs)]PW

  ft-bin   *!
  match (WD, PrWd) **  
  match (PrWd, WD) *  
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)    
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)    
  parse-syll *  

Tableau (24) shows why only one PrWd is formed in a regular (1+3) VO. The input is 
a monosyllabic verb followed by a trisyllabic noun. The output Cand2, which reflects 
a one-to-one mapping between PrWds and WDs, is ruled out due to its violation 
of the undominant ft-bin. The tetrasyllabic VO is parsed as two disyllabic PrWds 
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in Cand3. This candidate does not incur any violations of the prosodic markedness 
constraints. It is ruled out because it incurs more violations of the match constraints 
than Cand1 does. Finally, Cand1 wins the selection, and only one PrWd is built.

 (24) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (1+3) input
e.g. (7a) [phɑʔ24]V. [y33 mo53 kieu53]N. → [pha21 y21 mo33 ieu53]TSD ‘to play badminton’

   input 
[σ]WD [σσσ]WD

Cand1 Cand2 Cand3

  ☞ [σw σw 
(σw σs)]PW

[(σs)]PW [σw 
(σw σs)]PW

[(σw σs)]PW 
[(σw σs)]PW

  ft-bin   *!  
  match (WD, PrWd) **   **
  match (PrWd, WD) *   **!
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)      
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)      
  parse-syll ** *  

The above three tableaux have demonstrated why only one PrWd is constructed in a 
(1+X) regular VO. The highest-ranked constraint ft-bin plays a decisive role. Due 
to its effect, any monosyllabic PrWd is not favored by the prosodic requirement. To 
avoid monosyllabic PrWd, the verb and its following noun enter the same PrWd. 
The ranking of ft-bin above the two match constraints leads to the mismatches 
between PrWds and monosyllabic verbs in (1+X) VOs. In comparison, the faithful 
correspondences between disyllabic verbs and PrWds do not incur violations of 
ft-bin. Therefore, every disyllabic verb maps to an independent PrWd in the (2+X) 
regular VOs.

Then it naturally comes to the second question: why could the monosyllabic 
noun in the final position of a (2+1) VO form an independent PrWd? How could 
the phrase-final monosyllabic PrWd pass the evaluation of the undominant ft-bin? 
I argue that the single syllable forms a binary foot with an empty syllable in the 
phrase-final/pre-pause position. As a result, the PrWd dominating this binary foot 
is not penalized by the highest-ranked ft-bin. This argument is based on the in-
sight of Duanmu’s (2004; 2005) works. He proposes that a monosyllabic word in 
the phrase-final/pre-pause position can form a binary foot with an “empty sylla-
ble”, which is also called “empty beat”, “zero syllable” or “rest”. The empty syllable 
is widely established in the literatures (e.g. Liberman 1975; Hayes 1995, among 
others), and I follow Duanmu in representing the empty syllable as Ø.

Tableau (25) illustrates why two PrWds are constructed in a regular (2+1) VO. 
The input in (25) contains a disyllabic verb followed by a monosyllabic noun. Two 
WDs are parsed as one PrWd in Cand1. It does not violate ft-bin, but it is ruled 
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out due to its violations of the two match constraints. Cand2 is selected as optimal 
because of the support of the final empty syllable. In Cand2, the disyllabic verb 
and the monosyllabic noun identically map to two PrWds respectively, so the two 
match constraints are satisfied. When the final syllable forms a binary foot with 
the empty syllable: (σs Ø)Ft, it does not incur violation of ft-bin. Comparing (25) 
with (23), the input in two cases are both trisyllabic regular VOs, but the PrWds 
outputs are different.

 (25) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (2+1) input
e.g. (8a) [puoi53 yoŋ33]V. [nøyŋ53]N. → [puoi33 yoŋ33]TSD [nøyŋ53]TSD ‘to train 
somebody’

   Input 
[σσ]WD [σ]WD

Cand1 Cand2

  [σw (σw σs)]PW ☞ [(σw σs)]PW [(σs Ø)]PW

  ft-bin    
  match (WD, PrWd) *!*  
  match (PrWd, WD) *  
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)    
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)    
  parse-syll *  

The PrWds formation in a (2+2) regular VO is shown in (26). Cand2 is selected as 
optimal because it perfectly satisfies all constraints. Two WDs identically map to 
two PrWds in Cand2. Cand1 is ruled out because of its violations of the two match 
constraints. Comparing (26) with (24), the input in two cases are both tetrasyllabic 
regular VOs, but the PrWds outputs are different.

 (26) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (2+2) input
e.g. (9b) [kau55 tɑi242]V. [tɑi242 kiɛ212]N. → [kau53 lɑi242 ]TSD [tai53 iɛ212]TSD ‘to 
hand over sth.’

   input 
[σσ]WD.[σσ]WD

Cand1 Cand2

  [σw σw (σw σs)]PW ☞ [(σw σs)]PW [(σw σs)]PW

  ft-bin    
  match (WD, PrWd) *!*  
  match (PrWd, WD) *  
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)    
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)    
  parse-syll **  
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Similarly, two PrWds are constructed in a (2+3) regular VO, as in (27). Cand1 and 
Cand2 are all ruled out due to their violations of the two match constraints. Cand3 
reflects the identical correspondences between WDs and PrWds. It satisfies all 
high-ranked constraints, so it surfaces as the optimal output.

 (27) PrWd formation: regular VO, with (2+3) input
e.g. (10b) [khie55 hou242]V. [hyoŋ55 ŋɑ242 muɔi242]N. → [khie53 ou242]TSD [hyoŋ21 
ŋa53 muɔi242 ]TSD ‘to bully a country girl’

   input 
[σσ]WD [σσσ]WD

Cand1 Cand2 Cand3

  [σw σw σw 
(σw σs)]PW

[σw (σw σs)]PW 
[(σw σs)]PW

☞ [(σw σs)]PW 
[σw (σw σs)]PW

  ft-bin      
  match (WD, PrWd) *!* *!*  
  match (PrWd, WD) * **  
  align (Ft, R, H(Ft), R)      
  align (Ft, R, PrWd, R)      
  parse-syll *** * *

To sum up, I have illustrated how a regular VO is parsed into PrWds under the 
interacted effects of the prosodic markedness constraints and the interface corre-
spondence constraints. The two questions raised at the beginning of this section are 
answered. First, the reason for the length of the verb to decide the PrWds formation 
is attributed to the ranking of ft-bin above the two match constraints. On the one 
hand, the match constraints call for one-to-one correspondences between WDs 
(including V. & N.) and PrWds. On the other hand, the higher-ranked ft-bin is 
against monosyllabic foot, and against monosyllabic PrWd. Due to its effect, the 
monosyllabic verb in a regular VO cannot identically map to a PrWd, and it joins the 
same PrWd together with the following noun. In comparison, the disyllabic verb in a 
regular VO faithfully map to a PrWd, because the PrWd formed incurs no violation of 
ft-bin. Second, the empty syllable, which occurs at phrase-final position, is a remedy 
for the degenerated foot within a monosyllabic PrWd. The empty syllable helps a 
monosyllabic PrWd to pass the evaluation of ft-bin, so that the faithful correspond-
ence between a phrase-final/pre-pause monosyllabic WD and a PrWd could retain.

5.2 The formation of prosodic words in non-canonical VOs

The last question raised at § 3.3 is about the distinction between two types of VOs. 
The TSDs formation in non-canonical VOs displays a different pattern. In (11), 
tone sandhi is blocked between the monosyllabic verb and its adverbial object. 
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This pattern seems to contradict the PrWd-based analysis developed in § 5.1. The 
analysis says that a monosyllabic PrWd mapped from a monosyllabic verb will 
be penalized by ft-bin, which ranks higher than the correspondence constraints. 
Therefore, the monosyllabic verb cannot be parsed as an independent PrWd, and 
it must be incorporated into the adjacent PrWd. However, in non-canonical VOs, 
the monosyllabic verb does not join the PrWd together with its adverbial object. 
How could this discrepancy be explained?

Our contention is that there are higher-level prosodic constituents PPhs, 
whose edges form barriers for monosyllabic incorporations. The verb and its 
adverbial object are parsed into different PPhs (28b), so the monosyllabic verb 
cannot join the same PrWd together with its adverbial object. In comparison, the 
verb and its logical object are in the same PPh (28a), so they could be included 
in the same PrWd.

(28) a. { [VO]PW }PPh vs. b. { [V.] PW }PPh { [adv. O]PW }PPh

Now the question is: what causes the different prosodic organizations in two types 
of VOs? Intuitively, it must be related to syntactic difference. Comparing the (1+2) 
regular VOs with the (1+2) non-canonical VOs, the only difference between them 
is their syntactic configurations. (29) shows the underlying syntactic structure of 
a regular VO. The monosyllabic transitive verb (V.) and the nominal phrase (NP) 
object are immediate constituents of a higher-level verb phrase (VP).

 (29) Underlying syntactic structure of a regular VO
…VP

V
tso21

‘do’

NP
tai53 iε212

‘things’

For non-canonical VOs, I adopt the syntactic analyses of Lin’s (2001; 2014). (30a) 
shows the syntactic representation for examples like (11a–d), where the adver-
bial object bears the thematic role of time or location. (30b) shows the syntactic 
representation for examples like (11e–f ), where the adverbial object bears the 
thematic role of instrument. (30c) shows the syntactic representation for exam-
ples like (11g), where the adverbial object bears the thematic role of reason. In 
each of the representation, the verbal root (lexical verb) firstly incorporates to 
the adverbial-introducing light verb such as at, use or for, and then it is further 
attracted by the subject-selecting light verb such as do or hold. Finally, the ver-
bal root conflates with two light verbs, and it appears in the position before the 
adverbial NP.
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 (30) Underlying syntactic structure of non-canonical VOs 
 (adopted from Lin 2001: 229–232)

  a. 

…vP

v vP

NP v′

v VP

khuoi55

‘drive’

maŋ55 muo55

‘evening’

ko53 louʔ24

‘highway’

AT V

DO

  b. 

…vP

v vP

NP v′

v VP

tsouŋ55

‘pack’

tsai21 luoŋ55

‘paper boxes’

USE V

DO

  c. 

…vP

v vP

NP v′

v VP

phαʔ24

‘play’

u53 mei242

‘fun’

FOR V

HOLD
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Unlike in (29) where the verb and the NP object are sister nodes constituting a higher- 
level syntactic constituent immediately, the lexical verb and the adverbial object NP 
are not immediate constituents that directly form a higher-level syntactic constituent 
in the underlying structure. I hypothesize that this difference leads to the diverse 
patterns of prosodic structure building in the two types of VOs. However, this dif-
ference exists in the underlying structures before syntactic movements. How could 
prosodic structure formation refer to the underlying syntactic structure?22

The way to achieve this is to follow a recent thinking of syntax-prosody inter-
face based on Phase Theory (Chomsky 2001) and Multiple Spell-Out hypothesis 
(Uriagereka 1999). According to the new approach, syntactic derivation proceeds 
in stages, and the syntactic structures are interpreted by phonology in successive 
cycles rather than all at once. Spell-out23 does not happen at a single point when all 
syntactic computations have been finished. Instead, there are multiple applications 
of spell-out in a sequence of stages. Once a part of syntactic structure is ready, it gets 
spelled out before the full structure is constructed. This partial spell-out happens at 
certain points in the syntactic derivation that are called phases. The spell-out-do-
mains (SODs) have been argued to correspond to prosodic constituents of various 
types (Kratzer & Selkirk 2007; Elfner 2012; Šurkalović 2015, among others).

There are diverse opinions on what syntactic constituents are considered as phases 
and when spell-out is triggered in the derivation process.24 In the following operation, 
I follow Šurkalović’s (2015), assuming that (i) spell-out is attempted at each syntactic 
merge, it is not limited to certain designated points.25 (ii) The prosodic structure is 
created during each spell-out. At each phase, the elements in the SOD are prosodically 
parsed in certain ways. The prosodic parsing in the previous phase is stored in working 
memory, and is referred to in the processing of the next phase. This reference to the 
previous phase is achieved by introducing the Phase-Phase Faithfulness constraints. 
(iii) Spell-out proceeds in cumulative cycles, providing cumulative input to phonol-
ogy. Materials that are spelled out in previous phase are still accessible in the next 

22. An anonymous reviewer raises an important question on how reference to underlying syn-
tactic structure can be achieved in the operation of constraint evaluation. This question helps me 
to think the possibility of phase-based spell-out, and its effects on building prosodic structure.

23. Spell-out refers to the process of linearizing the syntactic hierarchical structure and perform-
ing the lexical insertion, which retrieves the phonological underlying forms from the Lexicon. 
This is the process when syntactic structures are translated and interpreted by phonology.

24. In Chomsky’s original proposal, only CP and vP are defined as phases. Spell-out is triggered 
at the point when the phase head (C or v) is merged into the syntactic tree. The complement of 
the phase head (TP for C head; VP for v head) gets spelled out. Once spelled out, that part of 
structure is impenetrable to further syntactic computation.

25. Epstein & Seely (2002) also argues that each application of syntactic transformation rule 
(merge or move) creates a phase, and triggers spell-out.
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phase. The input to phonology at each phase (excluding the initial phase) includes the 
materials that were already spelled out and the newly merged materials.

Given the above principles in mind, let us see how different prosodic organ-
izations in two types of VOs are derived. Simply speaking, the two types of VOs 
generate different prosodic structures during the initial spell-out, and the prosodic 
structures formed at the initial stage are retained throughout the whole derivation 
process. This is illustrated by (31–33).

First, in a regular VO (upper part of (31)), the monosyllabic V and the NP 
object are merged at the first stage, creating the VP that is evaluated immediately 
by phonology. At this initial phase, the monosyllabic V and the NP in the SOD 
are parsed as a single PrWd dominated by a PPh.26 In a non-canonical VO (lower 
part of (31)), the lower v and the VP containing only monosyllabic V are merged 
at the first stage, creating the v’, which is sent to phonology for processing. Since 
the light verb v does not have a phonetic form, the monosyllabic V itself is parsed 
as a PrWd dominated by a PPh.

 (31) The prosodic structures created during the first spell-out in two types of VOs

… [V           NP]VP

SOD 1

{[V NP]PW}PPh p-structure built in Phase1
spell out

p-structure

… [v            VP]v′

SOD 1

{[V]PW}PPh p-structure built in Phase1
spell out

p-structure

stored in working memory 
and referred to in the 
processing of next phases

The prosodic structures created at this initial phase are stored in working mem-
ory and evaluated in the processing of next phases. The evaluation is achieved by 
Phase-Phase Faithfulness constraints, such as the one shown in (32).

 (32) Phase-Phase Faithfulness constraint27

Phase Max: A prosodic constituent in phase n must have a correspondent in 
phase n+1  (Šurkalović 2015)

26. The monosyllabic V and the NP are parsed into the same PrWd, due to the reasons discussed 
in previous sections. If the transitive verb is disyllabic, the prosodic structure created at this stage 
would be a PPh dominating two PrWds.

27. This is a family of constraints, including Phase Max, Phase Dep, Phase Anchor, etc. For 
the current purpose, the Max constraint is enough. The interactions of these constraints with 
other constraints (e.g. the prosodic markedness constraints) determine whether the prosodic 
structures built at later stages of derivation are identical to those built in the initial stage.
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The prosodic structures built at the initial stage can remain identically throughout 
the derivation, if the Faithfulness constraint ranks high enough. This is the reason 
why the monosyllabic verb is parsed as an independent domain in non-canonical 
VOs. (33) illustrates why the initial prosodic parsing of the verb in non-canonical 
VO is kept unchanged in later stages of derivation. The Phase Max ranks higher 
than ft-bin and other constraints. Parsing the verb and the adverbial object into 
the same PrWd/PPh would incur violation of the higher-ranked Phase Max. 
Therefore, the verb and the adverbial object are parsed separately, as in the selected 
candidate. The same constraint ranking would not prohibit the verb to join the 
same domain with its logical object, because they are parsed into the same PrWd/
PPh at the initial stage of derivation.

 (33) Tableau illustrating the interaction between the Phase-Phase Faithfulness and 
the ft-bin

     ☞ { [V.]PW }PPh { [adv. O]PW }PPh { [V. adv. O]PW }PPh

  Phase Max   *!
  ft-bin *  

To sum up, the different prosodic parsing of two types of VOs are attributed to 
their distinct underlying syntactic configurations. Under the framework of Multiple 
Spell-Out, the verb and its logical object are spelled out together at the initial stage, 
but the verb and its adverbial object are not. The higher-ranking of Phase-Phase 
Faithfulness constraint determines the retention of initial prosodic parsing through-
out the derivation, so the verb in non-canonical VOs is kept parsed as an independent 
domain.

6. Conclusion

This study has developed a PrWd-based analysis to account for the varying pat-
terns of TSDs formation in two types of VOs. Each TSD is argued to be a PrWd. It 
is proposed that the PrWds formation are governed by the following constraints: 
(i) the prosodic markedness constraints, which regulate the internal structures of 
PrWds; (ii) the interface correspondence constraints, which call for the faithful 
mappings between PrWds and syntactic words; (iii) the Phase-Phase Faithfulness 
constraints, which call for a retention of prosodic parsing generated at the initial 
stage of derivation. These constraints interact with each other, determining the 
final prosodic parsing.

The study is innovative in three aspects. First, it contributes empirical data by 
providing systematic examinations of sandhi patterns in two types of VOs with 
various syllable combinations. Second, it establishes PrWd structures based on 
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previous studies. It is the first theoretic study trying to tackle the Fuzhou TSDs 
formation problem by PrWds formation under constraint interactions. Third, it 
makes a first attempt to apply the model of Multiple Spell-Out and a cyclic in-
teraction of syntax and prosody to account for the contrast between two types of 
VOs. This approach is innovative in that prosodic structures are constructed at 
different stages of syntactic derivation. It offers a new possibility to reconsider the 
long-lasting problem about tone sandhi constrained by morphosyntax. This direc-
tion is promising, as we have seen other studies such as Simpson & Wu’s (2002), 
who takes a similar approach to explain the sandhi phenomena about Taiwanese 
sentence-final Kong. The proper phonological environment for Kong sandhi only 
appears at the intermediate syntactic derivation stage, rather than at the final stage 
when all syntactic movements have been finished.

Two major predictions are made based on our analysis. First, a non-phrase-
final monosyllabic word and its adjacent word should join the same TSD if the two 
words are immediate constituents of a higher-level syntactic constituent under-
lyingly. This prediction is borne out by other Fuzhou phrases, such as (34a) and 
(34b), where the monosyllabic modifying adjective or noun joins the same TSD 
with the head noun, but the disyllabic adjective/noun does not, as in (34c) and 
(34d). The similar pattern is seen in (35a) and (35b), in which the monosyllabic 
adverb forms a single TSD with the following verb or adjective, but the disyllabic 
adverb does not, as in (35c) and (35d).

 (34) Non-final monosyllabic and disyllabic Adj. / N. as modifier
   a. 活蝦 uaʔ5 + ha53 [ua55 ha53] alive + shrimp
  b. 金戒指 kiŋ55 + tshieu33 tsi33 [kiŋ21 nieu35 ʒi33] gold + ring
  c. 語文書 ŋy33 uŋ53 + tsy55 [ŋy21 uŋ53] [tsy55] Chinese + book
  d. 乾淨汗衫 thɑʔ24kɑiʔ24 + kɑŋ242 

louŋ33
[tha53 ɑiʔ24] [kaŋ53 louŋ33] clean + T-shirt

 (35) Non-final monosyllabic and disyllabic Adv. as modifier
   a. 乍死 tsiɑ212 + si33 [tsia53 si33] just + die
  b. 太厲害 khɑʔ24 + lei242 hɑi242 [kha21 li53 ɑi242] too + tough
  c. 馬上走 ma33 suɔŋ242 + kiaŋ53 [ma55 luɔŋ242] [kiaŋ53] immediately + go
  d. 確實清楚 khɔuʔ24 siʔ5 + tshiŋ55 

tshu33
[khou21 si5] [tshiŋ53 ʒu33] really + clear

The second prediction is about the blockage of tone sandhi across a monosyllabic 
word and its following word if they are not immediate constituents of a higher-level 
constituent underlyingly. This prediction is also supported by other phrases, such 
as the (36). The monosyllabic subject never enters the same TSD together with the 
following verb, because the prosodic parsing of the verbal predicate and the NP 
subject are generated at different stages of derivation.
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 (36) Blockage of the non-final monosyllabic incorporations in NP + V.
   a. 雞叫 kie55 + kɔ212 [kie55] [kɔ212] the cock + crows
  b. 汝準備錢 ny33 + tsuŋ33 pɛi242 

+ tsieŋ53
[ny33] [tsuŋ55 mɛi242] 
[tsieŋ53]

you + prepare + money
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Abbreviations

μ mora OT optimality theory
σ syllable PPh phonological phrase
σs strong syllable PrWd / PW prosodic word
σw weak syllable PH prosodic hierarchy
Adj. adjective SOD spell-out-domain
Adv. adverb T tight final / light syllable
adv.O adverbial object T-L tight-loose
C consonant TP tense phrase
Cand candidate TBU tone bearing unit
CP complementizer phrase TSD tone sandhi domain
Ft foot V vowel
IP intonational phrase V. verb
L loose final / heavy syllable v light verb
N syllable nucleus VO verb-object phrase
N. noun VP verb phrase
NP noun phrase vP light verb phrase
O. object WD syntactic word
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